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QUARTERLY CHAIN SERIES

Ronald Janssen and Peter Oomens
(Statistics Netherlands)

1) Calculation methods of time series and relationship between variables

1. In the Netherlands’ Quarterly National Accounts values at current prices and values at constant
prices are calculated for nearly all variables each quarter.  The values at current prices can be
found in column 3 of the time series tables (see the annex for the Gross Domestic Product as an
example, these files were published in this form on diskettes Quarterly National Accounts until
1995).  Columns 13 to 16 show the values at constant prices for the quarters of two successive
years.  The data series in columns 3 and 13 to 16 are a direct result of the integration process in
the Quarterly National Accounts.  (This process uses quarterly make and use tables in current as
well as in constant prices as an instrument for the integration of short term statistics.)  The
values at constant prices (Laspeyres weighting scheme) are expressed in constant (average)
prices of the first of the two consecutive years.  The values at constant prices in the eight
successive quarters of 1996 and 1997 (column 14), for example, are values at constant (average)
prices of the year 1996.  The time series of values at constant prices thus created, are based on
the most accurate weighting scheme possible.

2. The volume changes on the same period of the year before, in column 7, are calculated from the
values in constant prices in columns 13 to 16.  The volume changes for the quarters of 1996 on
the quarters of 1995, for example, are derived by comparing the appropriate quarterly values at
constant prices (1995 on the average) of the years 1996 and 1995 in column 15.  The time series
in constant prices of 1990 are also based on these volume changes.  The starting point for the
calculation of the values at constant prices of 1990 are the quarterly values of 1990 in constant
prices of 1990 (in column 14).  A time series for the value at constant prices is created by linking
the volume changes (column 7) prior to and after 1990 with the values at constant prices of
1990.  This time series is thus not a series at constant prices of 1990 in the sense of Laspeyres,
which means a truly fixed weighting scheme.  It is in fact a time series of linked volume changes
with 1990 as the reference base.  It is nevertheless called a time series at constant prices of 1990.

3. A different method is used to calculate the constant price time series for the variable Change in
stocks and work in progress.  Linking the volume changes for this time series is unsound.
Therefore a different method has been used.  The difference between the time series of Total
expenditure (including Change in stocks and work in progress) and the time series of Total
expenditure excluding Change in stocks and work in progress is used as an approximation for
the time series of Change in stocks and work in progress.  The time series at constant prices of
1990 from 1990 to present quarter is calculated with the method described above.
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2) Statistical discrepancies

4. The methods described above were chosen to calculate time series at constant prices of 1990 for
QNA.  This is done for variables such as GDP and Imports but also for aggregated variables
such as Total expenditure.  A consequence of this method is that there can exist a (statistical)
discrepancy between the value at constant prices of 1990 of an aggregate variable and sum of
values of the underlying variables.  These statistical discrepancies will tend to be small.  For
example, there is a statistical discrepancy between the time series at constant prices of 1990 of
Total expenditure (variable X03) and that of GDP (variable A01, X01) and Imports (variable
X02).

5. The time series formerly offered in the files on the diskette Quarterly National Accounts enable
the data user to make his or her own time series with or without statistical discrepancies.

6. There are no statistical discrepancies between variables and their aggregates for the values at
current prices (column 3) and for the values t and t-1 at constant prices (columns 13 to 16).

7. The deflators of the variables are in column 5.  These price indices are calculated from the
quotient of the value at current prices (column 3) and the values at constant prices of 1990
(column 1) of a variable.  The base period is 1990.  The quarterly average in 1990 stands at 100.

8. The time series in columns 1, 3 and 5 (respectively value at constant prices of 1990, value at
current prices and the price index) can be adjusted for seasonal influences and working day
effects (a description of these procedures can be found in “Working day corrections and seasonal
adjustment in the Netherlands’ Quarterly National Accounts”, by Ronald Janssen, paper for the
23rd Ciret Conference).  The results are found in columns 2, 4 and 6 respectively.  The time
series are adjusted for seasonal influences for all variables independent of one another.  The so-
called Census X-12 method was used for user-defined working day corrections and seasonal
adjustment.  Additional (and different) statistical discrepancies may appear between sums of
variables and their aggregates, because of the non-additivity of this method.  These statistical
discrepancies may occur for the series at constant prices of 1990 as well as for the series at
current prices.  For all series the sum of values of the four quarters of a year correspond with the
value derived for the year itself.  The seasonally adjusted price indices are the result of an
independent procedure, they are not derived as a quotient of seasonally adjusted value and
volume series.

9. Volume changes on the same quarter of the year before are shown in column 7.  These changes
are calculated from the values at constant prices in columns 13 to 16.  The percentage change is
calculated on the same period of the previous year.  The quarterly changes of the seasonally
adjusted value at constant prices of 1990 are in column 8.  These quarterly changes are
calculated from the time series in column 2.

10. The changes in the value at current prices before and after seasonal adjustment are shown in
columns 9 and 10 respectively.  The value change on the same quarter of the previous year
(column 9) is derived from the series in column 3.  The change on the previous quarter in the
seasonally adjusted value is based on the series in column 4.  The price changes on the same
period of the previous year are shown in column 11.  These changes are derived from the
quotient of the values in column 3 and the values at constant prices in columns 13 to 16.  The
change in the seasonally adjusted price is calculated from the series in column 6 (unfortunately,
in the annex these figures were not available).  Changes in seasonally adjusted time series are on
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a quarterly basis.  This implies that these changes have not been brought to an annual rate.  To
do so, a simple approximation (for small changes) can be used: multiply the quarterly rate of
change by 4.

3) Summary of calculation

11. In conclusion a schematic summary of the relations between the data columns in each table is
presented.

Basic column Nature of the statistical relation column Result
... primary results of QNA (13/16)

(13/16) change on same quarter of previous year (7)
(7) linked changes, base year 1990 (1)
(1) seasonal adjustment procedure (2)
(2) change on previous quarter (quarterly rate) (8)
... primary results of QNA (3)
(3) change on same quarter of previous year (9)
(3) seasonal adjustment procedure (4)
(4) change on previous quarter (quarterly rate) (10)

(3),(1) quotient, index 1990=100 (5)
(5) change on same quarter of previous year (11)
(5) seasonal adjustment procedure (6)
(6) change on previous quarter (quarterly rate) (12)
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ANNEX.                  GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT MARKET PRICES, (mln guilders and %-changes)

Value at constant prices ’90 Value at current prices Deflators 1990=100 Volume changes Value changes Price changes Value of year t and t+1 at prices of year t
original seasonally original seasonally original seasonally original seasonally original seasonally original seasonally

series adjusted series adjusted series adjusted series adjusted series adjusted series adjusted
series* series* series** series* series* series**

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

1990 516548 ****** 516548 ****** 100.0 ***.* 4.1 **.* 6.5 **.* 2.3 **.* 504883 516548
1991 528278 ****** 542568 ****** 102.7 ***.* 2.3 **.* 5.0 **.* 2.7 **.* 528278 542568
1992 538978 ****** 566101 ****** 105.0 ***.* 2.0 **.* 4.3 **.* 2.3 **.* 553557 566101
1993 543087 ****** 581461 ****** 107.1 ***.* 0.8 **.* 2.7 **.* 1.9 **.* 581461 570417
1994 560589 ****** 614264 ****** 109.6 ***.* 3.2 **.* 5.6 **.* 2.3 **.* 600200 614264
1995 573255 ****** 638377 ****** 111.4 ***.* 2.3 **.* 3.9 **.* 1.6 **.* 628143 638377
1996 591973 ****** 667633 ****** 112.8 ***.* 3.3 **.* 4.6 **.* 1.3 **.* 659221 667633
1997 611813 ****** 703389 ****** 115.0 ***.* 3.4 **.* 5.4 **.* 1.9 **.* 690009

1989-I 120389 122137 116568 118624 96.8 ***.* 4.5 1.4 5.5 1.6 0.9 **.* 117524
II 128095 123508 125053 120107 97.6 ***.* 5.0 1.1 6.1 1.3 1.0 **.* 125281

III 119944 124547 118052 122043 98.4 ***.* 4.5 0.8 6.3 1.6 1.7 **.* 117521
IV 127732 125967 125282 124181 98.1 ***.* 4.7 1.1 5.9 1.8 1.2 **.* 124629

1990-I 125299 127263 123924 126243 98.9 ***.* 4.1 1.0 6.3 1.7 2.1 **.* 122317 125299
II 132647 128559 132904 128868 100.2 ***.* 3.6 1.0 6.3 2.1 2.6 **.* 129734 132647

III 125035 129724 124818 130033 99.8 ***.* 4.2 0.9 5.7 0.9 1.4 **.* 122510 125035
IV 133567 131002 134902 131404 101.0 ***.* 4.6 1.0 7.7 1.1 3.0 **.* 130322 133567

1991-I 127725 131294 130401 132705 102.1 ***.* 1.9 0.2 5.2 1.0 3.2 **.* 127725 131264
II 136568 131528 140089 134370 102.6 ***.* 3.0 0.2 5.4 1.3 2.4 **.* 136568 140288

III 127937 132003 131747 136809 103.0 ***.* 2.3 0.4 5.6 1.8 3.2 **.* 127937 131230
IV 136048 133454 140331 138683 103.1 ***.* 1.9 1.1 4.0 1.4 2.1 **.* 136048 139786

1992-I 132779 135392 138646 141361 104.4 ***.* 4.0 1.5 6.3 1.9 2.3 **.* 136457 139584
II 138736 134665 145686 141148 105.0 ***.* 1.6 -0.5 4.0 -0.2 2.4 **.* 142514 146111

III 130095 134276 137150 141215 105.4 ***.* 1.7 -0.3 4.1 0.0 2.4 **.* 133443 136049
IV 137369 134645 144619 142377 105.3 ***.* 1.0 0.3 3.1 0.8 2.1 **.* 141143 144357

1993-I 132307 135000 140269 143483 106.0 ***.* -0.4 0.3 1.2 0.8 1.5 **.* 141583 139090
II 140121 135470 149965 144699 107.0 ***.* 1.0 0.3 2.9 0.8 1.9 **.* 150532 147572

III 132309 135897 142036 145650 107.4 ***.* 1.7 0.3 3.6 0.7 1.8 **.* 141246 138366
IV 138350 136720 149191 147630 107.8 ***.* 0.7 0.6 3.2 1.4 2.4 **.* 148100 145389

1994-I 135581 137603 147778 150136 109.0 ***.* 2.5 0.6 5.4 1.7 2.8 **.* 145087 148333
II 144595 139606 158328 152708 109.5 ***.* 3.2 1.5 5.6 1.7 2.3 **.* 155338 158604

III 136514 141392 150060 155209 109.9 ***.* 3.2 1.3 5.6 1.6 2.4 **.* 145735 149859
IV 143899 141987 158098 156210 109.9 ***.* 4.0 0.4 6.0 0.6 1.9 **.* 154040 157468

1995-I 139809 141385 154681 157158 110.6 ***.* 3.1 -0.4 4.7 0.6 1.5 **.* 152960 155520
II 147088 142535 163678 158264 111.3 ***.* 1.7 0.8 3.4 0.7 1.6 **.* 161340 164057

III 139453 144313 156142 160895 112.0 ***.* 2.2 1.2 4.1 1.7 1.9 **.* 153086 155453
IV 146904 145021 163876 162060 111.6 ***.* 2.1 0.5 3.7 0.7 1.5 **.* 160757 163347

1996-I 142941 146674 160291 163481 112.1 ***.* 2.2 1.1 3.6 0.9 1.4 **.* 159003 161100
II 152511 147383 172315 165663 113.0 ***.* 3.7 0.5 5.3 1.3 1.5 **.* 170104 172115

III 144535 148560 162747 168359 112.6 ***.* 3.6 0.8 4.2 1.6 0.6 **.* 161117 163027
IV 151986 149355 172280 170131 113.4 ***.* 3.5 0.5 5.1 1.1 1.6 **.* 168997 171391

1997-I 147307 150868 167595 170989 113.8 ***.* 3.1 1.0 4.6 0.5 1.5 **.* 166021
II 157641 152408 181015 174584 114.8 ***.* 3.4 1.0 5.0 2.1 1.6 **.* 177904

III 149085 153581 171381 177570 115.0 ***.* 3.1 0.8 5.3 1.7 2.1 **.* 168159
IV 157780 154956 183398 180246 116.2 ***.* 3.8 0.9 6.5 1.5 2.5 **.* 177925

*     Includes adjustment for both seasonal and working days effects
**   Not shown because the data are almost identical to those in original terms


